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The automatic post-editing (APE) is an effective approach to improving machine 

translation (MT) output quality, especially when the source lexical (or phrasal) information 
in the MT task is introduced into training statistical post-editing (SPE) models. But such 
works just consider one aligned word (or phrase) in the source sentence when translating 
a target word (or phrase) to another in the post-editing process. It is a local context for the 
whole source sentence. In this paper, we propose a global source-aware SPE model to 
improve the MT translation quality leveraging a post-editing expansion based on pseudo-
feedback. For a given source sentence, some similar sentences are retrieved from a 
translation memory (TM) as the post-editing expansion data. The data is a set of tri-lingual 
parallel texts which contain the source sentences and their raw machine translations and 
their gold references (human translations). The alignments between the raw translation and 
the references are used to re-examine effectiveness of post-editing phrase pairs of the no-
source SPE model. The useful post-editing phrase pairs are selected to take part in the post-
editing decoding for the given sentence. The experimental results show that our method 
brings the improvement of 3.78 BLEU score to the original outputs of Google translation 
[https://translate.google.com/]. Our method outperforms a no-source SPE model with the 
improvement of 1.09 BLEU points and a local source-aware SPE model with the 
improvement of 1.02 BLEU points. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Owing to the progress in the machine translation (MT) area, the translation quality of 
MT has been prompted rapidly over the past decades. At present, the popular MT systems 
have been able to help the people understand the daily texts across the languages barriers. 
However, the outputs of the MT systems have not achieved the publishing level. People 
have to post-editing the raw translations prior to using them. Obviously, the post-editing 
data generated by human activities contains abundant potential knowledge of translation 
which be hardly captured by current machine translation systems. Combining the human 
post-editing with the machine translation outputs is a prospect of improving MT translation 
quality.  

Generally, there are two frameworks to implement the combination. The first one is 
storing the post-editing data into a translation memory (TM), and integrating the TM into 
MT systems (Fig. 1 (a)). Such efforts start with retrieving the most similar bilingual 
examples from TM according to a fuzzy match score, which is usually calculated by the 
string similarity between the given input and source side of the retrieved examples (one or 
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more than one). Biçici and Dymetman[1], and Simard and Isabelle [2] enhance the 
translation options by adding the longest matched phrase pairs of the examples into the 
phrase table of the phrase-based statistical MT (PB-SMT) system for translation decoding. 
Then they arrange strong weights for the phrase pairs. To overcome the fixed and empirical 
weights, Koehn and Senellart [3], Zhechev and Genabith [4], and Ma et al. [5] mark up the 
input sentences by the translation of fuzzy-matched phrases. Then they made a decision 
based on fuzzy match score [3], [4] or other rich features [5]. Wang et al. [6] allow that 
more than one phrase pairs of examples are integrated into phrase table and re-estimate the 
probability of phrase pairs in fuzzy match by TM. Depending on MT system, these 
methods are not general solutions when facing kinds of MT systems, especially when the 
MT system’s internal decoding process is not accessible [7]. 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 1. Two frameworks of Combining PE with MT 

 
The second one is constructing automatic post-editing (APE) module to correct the 

errors in the raw translation for a better performance (Fig. 1(b)). Allen and Hogan [8] 
propose a framework of a post-editing system, suggesting learning post-editing rules 
automatically from a tri-parallel corpus of source sentences , raw MT outputs ′ and 
post-edited translations ′′ . Elming et al. [9] further apply the transformation-based 
technique to improve the lexical choice by learning the error-correcting rules automatically. 
Simard et al. [10] explore the idea of using a phrase-based SMT system as a statistical 
post-editing (SPE) system. They treat the raw MT outputs ′ and their manual edited texts 
′′ as the parallel data, and train the statistical model to translate the former into the latter 

without any source information. A source-aware solution is proposed by Béchara et al. 
[11]. Each word ′ in the raw translation  is tied with a word (or phrase)  in source 
sentence  according to word alignment relationship. The joint format ′#  is used to 
represent the raw translations to generate a new one. Then they train a translation model 
from the new sentence to the target sentence 	 " . However, the source information 
introduced in this work is from a local context of the source sentence. The following 
example can illustrate the point. 

 
Example 1  

Source : 人们/ 可以/ 在/ 火车/ 上/ 吃/ 午餐/ 。/ 
Raw translation ′: The people can eat lunch on the train. 
Gold reference ′′: The passengers can have lunch on the train. 

Phrase pairs in no-
source SPE: 

1) people ||| passengers;  
2) people ||| people 

Phrase pairs in local 
source-aware SPE: 

1) people#人们 ||| passengers; 
2) people#人们 ||| people 

Output Input 

PE 

TM 

MT 

Output 
Input 

PE 

TM 

MT APE 
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Since the word “人们 ” can be translated into “people” more times than into 
“passengers” in the general corpus, the post-editing phrase pair (people ||| passengers) or 
(people#人们 ||| passengers) in the APE models will leading more errors in most case. 
Conversely, if the two pairs are not existing in their models, the error in the example will 
not be corrected. However, “人们” is translated into “The passengers” according to “在/ 
火车/ 上/” in the example, but the global context cannot be not captured by the two SPE 
models. 

To solve the problem, we propose a global source-aware SPE approaches to 
leveraging a post-editing expansion based on pseudo-feedback. The post-editing expansion 
data, retrieved from TM, contains some similar source sentence tied with their raw machine 
translations and their gold references. Because the gold references are not a real feedback 
for the raw translation of input sentence, we call it “pseudo-feedback”. The alignments 
between the raw translation and the references of the retrieved examples are used to re-
examine effectiveness of post-editing phrase pairs in the no-source SPE model. The post-
editing phrase pairs, which can improve the raw translation examples, are selected to 
decode the given sentence. Tested on the open MT evaluation data from IWSLT 2012, the 
proposed method is confirmed to boost a popular public MT engine with 3.78 BLEU points, 
and outperform a no-source SPE model [10] with 1.09 BLEU points and a local source-
aware SPE model [11] with 1.02 BLEU points.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces no-source APE and 
local source-aware APE. Section 3 presents our global source-aware APE in detail. Section 
4 shows and analyzes the experimental results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work with 
possible future work. 

2. STATISTICAL POST-EDITING 

In the section, we describe the two classical statistical post-editing (SPE) strategies: 
no-source SPE [10] and local source-aware SPE [11].  

2.1 No-Source SPE 

No-source SPE is a post-editing model without source information, which is formed 
in parallel to the idea of statistical machine translation (SMT) from “machine translation” 
to “human translation”. For a given raw MT output  of the source sentence , it 
attempts to find an optimal solution  in the space of post-editing , as denoted by the 
following formula: 

argmax
∈

|  (1) 

The probability |  is learned according to the monolingual parallel texts 
between the raw MT translations and gold references (or human edited translations). The 
above formula is usually solved by the log-linear model: 

| ;
∙ ,

∑ ∙ ,∈
 (2) 
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where  is a feature vector, which is scaled by a weight vector . SMT has already 
provided a well established technique for the training of this model. 

2.2 Local Source-aware SPE 

Local source-aware SPE model introduces the source sentence into the SPE model. 
The raw translation  is align with its source sentence  according to the 
alignment function  . And Each word  in the raw translation  is marked 
up by corresponding word (or phrase)  in source sentence  to obtain a joint 
representation # , effectively creating a new sentence # . Then a 
translation model from intermediate language to target language is train like a MT training. 
The process of post-editing decoder is denoted by the following formula: 

argmax
∈

#  (3) 

Like the no-source APE, the probability #  is also following the 
formula (2).  The different is that the local source-aware work brings the source 
information into the SPE. But the model cannot cover the global context in the sentence 
when decoding each word (or phrase) in raw translation, since each post-editing phrase 
pair only depend on the corresponding source words (or phrases) by word alignments. 
 
2.3 Comparison of the two methods  

No-source work [10] reports that the output of the SPE system is not only better 
quality than the output of rule-based MT, but also better quality than the standalone phrase-
based MT system. Local source-aware work [11] claims that a combination of source 
context modelling can produce statistically significant improvements of 2.0 BLEU points 
over baseline using technical translation data for French to English. Chatterjee et al. [12] 
show a fair systematic comparison of these two approaches over multiple language pairs 
and revealed that inclusion of source-aware variant is useful to improve translation quality 
over no-source method. 

3.  GLOBAL SOURCE-AWARE SPE BASE ON PSEUDO-FEEDBACK 

3.1 Global Source-aware SPE  

Like the local source-aware SPE, global source-context SPE brings source 
information into the SPE model. But the difference is that the relationship of words 
alignment between the raw translations and source sentence is soften. Each word in the 
raw translation is aligned with the whole sentence  (or all the words in the sentence). 
The global source-aware SPE model is denoted by the following formula: 

∈
| ,  (4) 

where  is the given source sentence of length ,  is the raw MT 
outputs of length , and  is the post-editing hypothesis of length  in the 
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whole post-editing space of . The alignment between ∈  and ∈  is 
denoted by . For given source input , the probability of the raw transitions  
translating into hypothesis  is computed as following formula: 

| , | ,

＝

 (5) 

where S is a sequence of words with source context information. Since S is usually sparse 
in the training data, the value of | ,  is difficult to be computed directly. 
Therefore, we introduce pseudo-feedback to expand the source sentence . 

3.2 A Post-Editing Expansion Using Pseudo-Feedback 

A post-editing expansion using pseudo-feedback of source sentence  is defined as 
top-n similar sentences  with the gold references  and the raw translation 

 , which are retrieved from TM according to a similarity score. These similar 
examples contain source context information. The alignments between the raw translation 
and the references are utilized to re-examine the effectiveness of SPE phrase pairs. This 
expansion is a reasonable because a stable MT system tends to make the same errors or 
generate similar appropriate translations under similar context. The translation errors of 
the similar sentences can be corrected by the same post-editing operations, while the 
appropriate translations of the similar sentences are preserved against the incorrect post-
editing operations. 

The sentence similarity is calculated by cosine similarity( ) of two sentence vectors 
in our work. Each word in vocabulary is one dimension in vector space. Then each sentence 
is represented as a vector of words. The similarity between two sentences is a cosine value 
of two vectors. The formula is as follows: 

,
⋅

‖ ‖ ∗ ‖ ‖
 (6) 

where  is a function of sentence vector. 	 ⋅  is the inner product of 
the  and . ‖ ‖ is the norm of the vector  and ‖ ‖ 
is the norm of the vector . 

3.3 Probability Estimating based on a Post-Edit Expansion 

For the given sentence , the probability of each post-editing phrase pair , ′  
in global source-aware SPE model is estimated by a post-edit expansion set 
	 , , | ∈ _ 	 	  as follows: 

,

	 	 	 	 ∃ , , ∈ , , ∈

∈ , ∈
0	 	 	 	 	 	

 
(7) 
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This formula could find the unsure phrase pairs in the set of SPE phrase pairs 
, 	 and discard them when post-editing decoding. However, unlike the MT 

system try to translate each words into target language, the most parts of raw translations 
words ′  should be preserved. The goal is achieved through the two mechanisms. The 
one is that the phrase pair ,  allow the existence of equation . The other 
one is that the words in raw translation, not match any phrase pair, will be kept as is. 

The formulas (7) show that if the phrase pair can correctly post-editing a similar 
example, it will be given a appropriate value. If the phrase pair bring a new error into the 
post-editing of similar examples, it will be discard by the minimum value 0. However, the 
condition of the formulas (7) is conservative because the  and  in the phrase pair 

, ′  is required to co-occur in the raw translation and the gold translation of the similar 
examples. In other words, the phrase is required correct the raw translation conservatively. 
In fact, we can relax the discriminant condition, only satisfy a quality improvement in 
BLEU score [13] after post-editing the raw translation using the phrase pair. The non-
conservative estimation of probability is as following formula: 

,
	 	 	 	 ∃ , , ∈ , , ∈ ,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 , 	 ,
1	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	  
(8) 

3.5 Decoding and Tuning 

Decoding for source-context model is described in the Algorithm 1. Given the 
sentence , we first translate it into the raw translation ′ using MT system. Then we 
obtain the expansion set 	 , , | ∈ _ 	 	  of the 
sentence . So far we have obtained data of pseudo-feedback for the given input sentence 

. We discard the phrase pairs with the zero probability, and add new phrase pairs with the 
100% probability.  in statistical APE model to generate source-context SPE model by the 
error-driven learning on pseudo-feedback according to formula (8). At last, we decode the 
raw translation ′ using improved APE model to produce the final result ′′. In the 
process of decoding, we translate the raw translations to human-like translation by the MT 
decoder. Here each source sentence  has an individual set of SPE phrase pairs, and the 
features weights of phrase pairs are shared for all the sentences. 

 
Algorithm 1 Decoding sentences with an SMT and the source-context SPE
Input: Sentence S;  

, , 	  (Translation Memory); 

Output: Translation Result  of . 
1: Translate S into the raw translation ; 
2: Generate a post-editing expansion  , , | ∈

_ 	 	 	  according to  score. 
3: Filter the phrase pairs of SPE model by formula (8). 
4: Decode  to produce the final result . 
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In our work, a phrase-based MT system is adopted to train our APE model with the 
core features, which are the probabilities from the language models, the probabilities from 
phrase tables, and reordering models, plus word, phrase counts. For each source input 
sentence, there is a corresponding source-context SPE model. The features weights are 
tuned on development set using N-best lists by optimizing BLEU with Minimum Error 
Rate Training (MERT)[14]. The algorithm explores better weights iteratively starting from 
a set of initial weights. First, each dimension is optimized using a grid-based line 
minimization algorithm. Then, a new direction based on the changes in the objective 
function is estimated to speed up the search. To improve the chances of finding a global 
optimum, some random perturbations of the initial weights are used in parallel 
optimization runs. MERT optimization tries to find a group of weights to fit all the 
sentences. In general, the initial weights are tuned results of traditional statistical APE 
model. We described the process in Algorithm 2. 

 
Algorithm 2 Unified Tuning Parameters for Source-context SPE in Each Iteration 
Input:  (Development set);  
	 , , 	  (Translation Memory);  
Initialized weight W′ w′ . 

Output: The weight for each feature. 
1: for all sentences D  such that 1  do 
2: Translate it into the raw translation T ; 
3: Generate a post-editing expansion  , , | ∈

_ 	 	 	  according to  score. 
4: Filter the phrase pairs of SPE model by formula (8). 
5: Decode D  with the weight ′ to produce the n-best results; 
6: end for 
7: Combining the n-best results into one whole; 
8: MERT on n-best results to get the new weight . 

4. EXPERIMENTS 

4.1 Experimental Settings 

The experiments are carried out on HIT dataset in the OLYMPICS task of IWSLT 
2012 Evaluation Campaign [15]. We take the training dataset of the task as translation 
memory (TM), which contains 52,603 pairs of Chinese-English sentences. Development 
and test dataset of the task contain 2,057 and 998 pairs of Chinese-English sentences, 
respectively. Stanford Word Segment is applied to segment the Chinese texts into words 
[16]. Detailed statistics of the corpus are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Description of HIT Datasets 
Datasets Sent Word(zh)/Token(en) 

TM 52,603 495,638 (zh)/527,599 (en)

Dev 2,057 19,457(zh)/20,782(en) 

Test 998 10,047(zh)/11,004(en) 

Our raw translations are generated by the online service of Google Translation. Our 
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APE model is implemented with the phrase-based MT translation model Moses toolkit 
[17]. The monolingual alignment is completed by GIZA++ toolkit [18]. A 4-gram language 
model are trained on the target part (English) of translation memory data using the SRILM 
Toolkits [ 19 ] with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [ 20 ]. The size of post-editing 
expansion is no more than 1,000. The Feature set contains phrase translation model (4 
features), language model (1 feature), distance-based reordering model (1 feature), word 
penalty (1 feature), lexicalized reordering model (6 features), phrase penalty (1 feature) 
and unknown word penalty (1 feature). The weights of Features are tuned on development 
set with minimum error rate training (MERT) [错误!未定义书签。].  

The translation performance is evaluated by BLEU4 score [13]. Statistical 
significance test is conducted with re-sampling (1,000 times) approach [21] in 95% 
confidence level. 

4.2 Comparisons with MT and APE 

In our work, all the raw translations are generated by the Google Translate, so the 
translation quality is listed in Table 2. The other MT result is generated by the most popular 
SMT toolkit of Moses, which is trained on the data of TM and tuned on the development 
set by MERT. The top performance in Olympics task of IWSLT 2012 Evaluation 
Campaign are also included for reference. 

A result of transformation-based learning (Google+TBLAPE) APE [9], in which the 
TBL rules are extracted by special template, is also listed in Table 2. The only difference 
in our implementation is the bag of word information is employed without POS-tag 
information. 

The two baseline of our experiments contains one no-source SPE 
(Google+NoSourceSPE) [10] system and one local source-aware SPE system (Google 
+LocalSourceSPE) [11]. The BLEU scores of two results are reported in Table 2. The 
results of our two global source-aware SPE methods (Conservative and Non-conservative) 
are showed in Table 2. 

Table 2 shows that a model trained Moses on in domain data outperforms an open 
MT system (On-line MT system) and the champion method in Olympics task of IWSLT 
2012 Evaluation Campaign, and shows a poor performance of TBL-based model in this 
task. Comparing the BLEU scores between SPE with Google Translate, the all SPE system 
can improve the outputs of Google Translate and Moses effectively. This illustrates reflect 
that the combination of MT and SPE is better than standalone MT system. However, in the 
task, we have not found the local source-aware SPE has any overwhelming advantage than 
no-source SPE. Conservative global source-aware SPE improves the raw translation 
quality with an increase BLEU score of 3.54 points and non-conservative global source-
aware SPE improves the raw translation quality with an increase BLEU score of 3.78 
points. And they both outperform the no-source SPE and local source-aware SPE, which 
reflected the global context is an import factor of APE. The following example can reveal 
the advantages. 

Table 2 shows that a model trained Moses on in domain data outperforms an open 
MT system (On-line MT system) and the champion method in Olympics task of IWSLT 
2012 Evaluation Campaign, and shows a poor performance of TBL-based model in this 
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Table 2. Comparisons with MT and APE 
“*” means the comparison between the results is significant at p-level=0.05 

System 
 

BLEU
vs. 

Online MT system(Google) 19.43  

Moses 20.34  

IWSLT2012 (Best) 19.17  

Google+TBLAPE 19.78
+0.35* (vs. Google) 
-0.56* (vs. Moses) 

Google+NoSourceSPE 22.12
+2.69* (vs. Google) 
+1.78* (vs. Moses) 

Google +LocalSourceSPE 22.19
+2.76* (vs. Google) 
+1.85* (vs. Moses) 
+0.07 (vs. Google+NoSourceSPE) 

Google+GlobalSourceSPE
(Conservative) 

22.97

+3.54* (vs. Google) 
+2.63* (vs. Moses) 
+0.85* (vs. Google+NoSourceSPE) 
+0.78* (Google +LocalSourceSPE) 

Google+GlobalSourceSPE
(Non-conservative) 

23.21

+3.78* (vs. google) 
+2.87* (vs. Moses) 
+1.09* (vs. Google+NoSourceSPE) 
+1.02* (vs.Google +LocalSourceSPE) 

task. Comparing the BLEU scores between SPE with Google Translate, the all SPE system 
can improve the outputs of Google Translate and Moses effectively. This illustrates reflect 
that the combination of MT and SPE is better than standalone MT system. However, in the 
task, we have not found the local source-aware SPE has any overwhelming advantage than 
no-source SPE. Conservative global source-aware SPE improves the raw translation 
quality with an increase BLEU score of 3.54 points and non-conservative global source-
aware SPE improves the raw translation quality with an increase BLEU score of 3.78 
points. And they both outperform the no-source SPE and local source-aware SPE, which 
reflected the global context is an import factor of APE. The following example can reveal 
the advantages. 
 

Example 2 

Source : 人们/ 可以/ 在/ 火车/ 上/ 吃/ 午餐/ 。/ 

Raw translation : The people can eat lunch on the train . 

Gold reference ′′: The passengers can have lunch on the train . 

Expansion 1 from TM: 

人们/ 喜欢/ 披萨/ 。/ 

People like pizza . 

People like pizza . 

Expansion 2 from TM: 

在/ 火车/ 上/ ,/ 人们/ 能够/ 欣赏/ 沿途/ 风景/ 。/ 

On the train, people can enjoy the scenery along the way . 

On the train, passengers can enjoy the scenery along the way . 
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Phrase pairs in no-source 

SPE: 

1) people ||| passengers;  

2) people ||| people 

Phrase pairs in local 

source-aware SPE: 

1) people#人们 ||| passengers; 

2) people#人们 ||| people 

Phrase pairs in global 

source-aware SPE: 

1) people ||| passengers ; 在/ 火车/ 上/ ,/ 人们/ 能够/ 欣赏/ 沿

途/ 风景/ 。/ 

2) people ||| people ; 人们/ 喜欢/ 吃/ 披萨/ 。 

 
In the example, the no-source SPE model and local source APE model cannot confirm 

what is the appropriate translation of the word “人们”, “people” or “passengers”, while 
the global source-aware model is able to make accurate decision. 

4.3 Conservative Vs. Non-conservative 

In our experiments, no-source SPE model generates 1,079,870 phrase pairs in total, 
and after discarding and selecting bases on pseudo-feedback, the average size of kept 
phrase pairs for each input sentence is 125,294 and 41,630. The description is listed in 
Table 3. 

Table 3. Size of Available Phrase Pairs in Different Models 
APE System Size 

No-source SPE 1,079,870

Conservative global source-aware SPE 41,630 

Non-conservative global source-aware SPE 125,294 

 
Table 3 shows that our models can sharply reduce the search cost in decoding. And 

comparing with Statistical APE-model, we also find our global SPE can effectively weaken 
effect of noise in APE model. Although the non-conservative model has a larger phrase 
pairs set than conservative model, non-conservative model is better than conservative SPE 
model at translation quality.  

4.4 Re-tuned Parameters vs. Initial Parameters 

In our work, we first tuned parameters of no-source APE model on development set, 
and take the parameters as Initial Parameters source-context SPE models. We use the 
two source-context SPE models to decode our development set and test set with the initial 
parameters. We evaluate the translation results in BLEU score. The scores are listed in 
Table 4. For comparison, we also listed BLEU score of re-tuned source-context SPE 
models in Table 4. 

Table 4. Comparisons with Initial Parameters 
APE System Initial Re-tuned
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Non-conservative source-context SPE 22.62 23.21 

Conservative source-context SPE 22.70 22.97 

 
From Table 4, Re-tuned Parameters can bring improvement in performance. The 

improvement is not significant on Non-conservative source-context SPE model and 
Conservative source-context SPE is not significant on Conservative source-context SPE 
model in 95% confidence level. The reason is that the size of phrase pairs in Conservative 
source-context SPE model is small, so that the post-editing results are little changed under 
different parameters. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we introduce a novel method of improving statistical automatic post-
editing (APE) model, which can learn the knowledge of correcting translation errors from 
the pseudo-feedback to support the optimization of the general MT system. Pseudo-
feedbacks are obtained by retrieving bilingual examples from translation memory (TM) 
system according to CS score and by translating source part of TM into raw translation. 
After the error-driven learning from the pseudo-feedback, the phrase pairs in traditional 
statistical APE model are further refined. Finally, we design a uniformly algorithm to re-
tune the parameters for all the improved APE models. In the experiment, our method 
successfully improves the raw translation by 3.78 BLEU score, and is better than 
traditional statistical APE model by 1.09 BLEU points. In future work, we will improve 
in-domain MT system and further validate on the larger data. We will attempt more 
accurately estimate confidence of post-editing phrase pairs in APE model to filter phrase 
pairs in APE model. And we will also explore to mine edit behaviors from the bilingual 
examples. 
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